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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to explore some properties of quasiuniform multifunction spaces. Various
kinds of completeness of the quasiuniform multifunction space (YmX, <Wmx) are characterized in terms
of suitable properties of the range space (Y, ty). We also discuss the local compactness of quasiuniform
multifunction spaces. By using the notion of small-set symmetry, the classic result of Hunsaker and
Naimpally is extended to the quasiuniform setting.
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1. Introduction

Spaces of functions have been used since the late 19th century to study convergence
of sequences of functions. Nowadays, function spaces play an important role in
both topology and analysis. Around the 1950s, a group of famous mathematicians
including Arens, Fox, Myers and Kelley, established the theory of uniform function
spaces. A good survey on this topic is [11]. Since then, several attempts to extend
this theory have been made. First of all, Smithson [23, 24] successfully generalized
some results of [11] to the case of multifunctions. Naimpally [18] and Seyedin [22]
considered the quasiuniform case. But they seem to have been unsuccessful: in fact,
the main results of [18] and [22] are incorrect as shown in [2]. With the development
of the theory of quasiuniform spaces, this topic has been re-considered in the last years
by several authors (see [2, 3, 12, 14, 15, 19], for example).

Recently Kiinzi and Ryser [16] investigated the Bourbaki quasiuniformity. Since
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hyperspaces, multifunctions and function spaces interact with each other, the main
purpose of this paper is to study some properties of quasiuniform multifunction spaces
by using both the hyperspace approach and the function space approach. Thus, by
means of some results in [14, 15, 16], we provide characterizations of various kinds
of completeness of the quasiuniform function space (YmX, ^mX) in Section 3. The
local compactness of families of multifunctions in quasiuniform function spaces is
discussed in Section 4. By using the notion of small-set symmetry introduced by
Fletcher and Hunsaker [8] recently, the classic result of Hunsaker and Naimpally [10]
is extended to the quasiuniform setting.

2. Preliminaries

Our basic reference for quasiuniform and quasi-pseudometric spaces is [9]. Let
(Y, fy) be a quasiuniform space. The conjugate quasiuniformity of 'W is denoted
by <%-x. The coarsest uniformity containing ^ is denoted by <fts (= 9/ v ^-]).
Moreover, S^(^) and ^ C ^ " 1 ) will denote the topologies on Y induced by ^
and ^ " ' , respectively. Let £?o{Y) be the collection of all nonempty subsets of
Y. Then (&Q{Y), %) stands for the hyperspace of &0(Y) with <&; the Bourbaki
quasiuniformity induced by <% [1, 16]. A quasiuniform space (Y, °tt) is called
bicomplete [9] if the uniformity <&" is complete. Furthermore, (Y, %) is called
half-complete [6] if each ^ - C a u c h y filter is &(<%)-convergent. A filter on (Y, W)
is called right K-Cauchy if for each U e % there is F € & such that U~] (x) € &
for all x e F, and (Y, fy) is called right K-complete if each right A^-Cauchy filter
on it ^C^O-converges [21]. In order to simplify the proofs of some results we
shall use certain convergent nets instead of filters. To this end, we recall that a net
{xa, a 6 A} in (Y, $/) is right K-Cauchy [14] if for each U e ^ there is a y e A
such that (xa, xp) e U whenever y < /3 < a. It is shown in [14] that a quasiuniform
space (Y, %?) is right ^-complete if and only if each right A'-Cauchy net in (K, fy) is
5* (^)-convergent.

Let X and Y be two topological spaces. We recall three topologies defined on ^{Y)
(see Michael [17]). The collection of all sets of the form M+ = {B € &>0(Y): B c M)
where M is open in Y, is a base for the upper Vietoris topology. The collection of all
sets of the form M" = ( B e &o(Y): B n M ^ 0} where M is open in Y, is a base
for the lower Vietoris topology. The Vietoris topology is the supremum of the upper
Vietoris topology and the lower Vietoris topology. A multifunction (or multi-valued
function, set-valued function, relation) F: X —»• Y is a point-to-set correspondence
from X to Y such that F(x) ^ 0 for each x € X. If F(x) is a compact subset of Y for
each x € X, then F is called compact-valued. Moreover, F is continuous if and only
if F: X —> 3?o{Y) is continuous relative to the Vietoris topology on &0(Y).
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Let & be a family of multifunctions from X Xo Y. The pointwise topology
&<? [23] on & has as a subbase the sets of the form {F e &:F(x) c M) and
{F € ^ : F(*) n i V ^ 0 ) where JC e X and M, N are open in Y. If each F e 3?
is identified with its graph [(x, y)eXxY:xeX,ye F(x)} in the product space
X x Y, then the topology on & induced by the Vietoris topology (respectively the
upper Vietoris topology, the lower Vietoris topology) on £?o(X x Y) is denoted by
5V (respectively <7$, Sr).

Let KmX (respectively Yx) be the set of all multifunctions (respectively functions)
from a nonempty set X to a quasiuniform space (K, ^ ) . For each U 6 ^ , define

= {(F, H):H(x) c U(F(x)) and F(x) c tT'(//(x)) for all A: e X}.

Then { W ( f / ) : t / e ^ } i s a base for a quasiuniformity ^mX on F"x called the
uniformity of quasiuniform convergence (on KmX). The topology induced by (%mX on
Fm*, denoted by ^ g , is called the topology of quasiuniform convergence (see [2]).
The restriction of ^mA- on F x , denoted by <2^, is the quasiuniformity of quasiuniform
convergence (on Yx) defined in [18]. A simple observation is that YmX = ( ^ 0 ( ^ ) ) x

and fymX = (%)x- Moreover, if (Y, °l/) is a uniform space, then ^mX is exactly
the uniformity of uniform convergence on YmX defined in [24]. Let (Y, d) be a
bounded quasi-pseudometric space. Then the quasi-pseudometric D defined on Yx by
D(f, g) = sup{d(f(x), g(x)):x e X} induces the quasiuniformity of quasiuniform
convergence of <%. Let d* be the Hausdorff quasi-pseudometric on ^(Y) defined by
dt(A, B) = max{supheBd(A,b),supa£Ad(a, B)} for all A, B e ^(Y). Note that d*
induces on ^o(Y) the Bourbaki quasiuniformity of the quasi-uniform space (Y, %d)
(see [1]). Since YmX = (3*O(Y))X, the quasi-pseudometric Dm on YmX defined by
Dm(F, G) = sup[dt(F(x), G(x)):x e X} induces on YmX the quasiuniformity of
quasiuniform convergence of % , , that is, (ffld)mx-

3. Completeness of quasiuniform multifunction spaces

The proofs of the following two lemmas are straightforward, so we omit them.

LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a non-empty set and (Y, fy) be a quasiuniform space. Then
the function d>: (YmX, tymX) -> {&0{Y), %) defined by $ ( F ) = UxeXF(x) is quasi-
uniformly continuous.

LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a non-empty set and {Y, 9/) be a quasiuniform space.
For each A e &>0(Y), define FA e YmX by FA(x) = A for all x e X. Then
<p: (&0(Y), %) -*• (YmX, tymX) defined by <p(A) = FA is quasiuniformly continuous.

It is quite obvious that <t>(tp(A)) = A for each A e
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LEMMA 3.3 ([14]). Let X be a non-empty set and (Y, al/)be a quasiuniform space.
Then

(1) (Yx, ^x) is right K-complete if and only if(Y, fy) is right K-complete.
(2) (Yx, <%x) is bicomplete if and only if(Y, $/) is bicomplete.

Let (Y, °l/) be a quasiuniform space. Recall that a filter on (Y, fy) is stable
(respectively doubly stable) provided that for any U e %/, C\Fe^U{F) (respectively
nFe<?(U(F)nU-'i(F))) belongs to ^" [5] . Moreover, a point y e Y is called a double
cluster point of &m&& on (Y, W)ify € r\Fe<?(&(ty)c\ F )n(^(^- ' )c l F) [16].

LEMMA 3.4 ([16]). Let (Y, fy) be a quasiuniform space. Then

(1) i&'oiY), %) is right K-complete if and only if each stable filter on (Y, °tt) has
a cluster point.
(2) (£?0(Y), <&t) is bicomplete if and only if for each doubly stable filter & on

(Y, fy) and each U e W there is an F e & such that F C [ / ( C ) n U~{ (C), where
C denotes the set of all double cluster points of' &'.

As an immediate consequence of lemmas described above, we have the following

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let X be a non-empty set and (Y, °//) be a quasiuniform space.
Then

(1) (YmX, %mX) is right K-complete if and only ifeveiy stable filter on (Y, %) has
a cluster point.
(2) ( y r f , f r f ) is bicomplete if and only if for each doubly stable filter ^on(Y,^)

and each U € ^ there is an F <= & such that F c U (C) n U~' (C), where C denotes
the set of all double cluster points of^'.

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let X be a non-empty set and (Y, <%) be a quasiuniform space.
Then (YmX, ^mX) is half-complete if and only if for any doubly stable filter J5" on
(Y, ty) and each U e ^ there is an F e & such that F c U(C), where C denotes
the set of all cluster points of' &'.

PROOF. Suppose that (YmX, fymX) is half-complete. Let [Aa:a € A} be a (%)s-
Cauchy net in {^0{Y), %). By Lemma 3.2, {<p(Aa): a e A} is a (^mX)5-Cauchy net
in (YmX, WmX), so it is convergent to some F e YmX. By Lemma 3.1, {Aa:a e A)
is convergent in (^0(Y), %). Therefore (^0(Y), %) is half-complete. Let & be a
doubly stable filter on (Y, ^/) and U € *%, and let C denote the set of all cluster points
of &. Then the net (F)F e (^-.2 ) is (^y-Cauchy, so it converges to some B e &o(Y).
It is easily seen that B c C. Since (F)F€{& 2 ) converges to B, then for each U e Qt
there exists an F e & such that F c U(B). Hence F c U(C).
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Conversely, suppose that each doubly stable filter on (F, W) satisfies the given
condition. We shall show that (^0(Y), %) is half-complete. To this end, let [Aa: a e
A) be a C2C)S-Cauchy net in &>o(Y). Consider the filter & = fil{Fo:a e A} on Y
where Fa = Up>aAp for all a € A. Then & is a doubly stable filter on (Y, &). Let
C be the set of all cluster points of &, and let U e %. Choose I ' e f with V2 c U.
By hypothesis there is an av € A such that Fav c V(C). Without loss of generality,
we can suppose that Aa c ^(A^) and A^ c V~\Aa) for all a, fi > av. Then for
all a > av, Aa c FOl c V(C). Moreover, C c £/-'(Aa) for all a > a v . In fact,
if x 6 C, then V(A) fl Fo / 0. It follows that V(x) n A^ ^ 0 for some P > a
and thus A- e V'](AP) c ^ ' ( V ^ ' C U ) ^ t / " ' (^«) . This proves that {^{Y), <%t)
is half-complete. Since Y'"x = (^>O(Y))X and <%fmX - (%)x, we deduce from [15,
Theorem 3.1 (1)] that (Y"lX, %,x) is half-complete.

A sequence {yk:k € w\ in a quasi-pseudometric space (Y, d) is called ng/zr A1-
Cauchy if for each e > 0 there is an integer k e co such that d(yn, ym) < e whenever
n > m > k. A quasi-pseudometric space (F, d) is called right K-sequentially com-
plete if each right A"-Cauchy sequence converges [20]. The following result, whose
proof is based on the classical argument, is a quasi-metric analogue to Lemma 3.3 (1).

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let X be a non-empty set and (Y,d) be a bounded quasi-
pseudometric space. Then (F x , D) is right K-sequentially complete if and only
if(Y, d) is right K-sequentially complete.

PROOF. Suppose that (Yx, D) is right K-sequentially complete. Let {yk\ k e u>} be
aright K -Cauchy sequence in (F, d). For each k e w, define fk(x) = yk^ for all x € X.
Obviously, {fk:k € a>} is a right A"-Cauchy sequence in (Yx, D), so it converges to
some / e Yx. It follows that {yk:k e co) converges to f(x) for any fixed x e X.
Therefore (F, d) is right K -sequentially complete.

Conversely, suppose that (F, d) is right A'-sequentially complete. To show that
(F x , D) is right A"-sequentially complete, let {fk:k e co} be a right A"-Cauchy se-
quence in (Yx, D). For each x e X, {/i(jr): £ € co} is a right A"-Cauchy sequence in
(F, <i), so it converges to some point yx. Then f(x) = yx defines a function / e Yx.
Since {/<: A' € co} is right A"-Cauchy in (Yx, D), for each e > 0 there is an integer
k € co such that / )( /„ , fm) < s whenever n > m > k. For any x e X, we have
d{fn{x), fm(x)) < s whenever n > m > k, so d(f(x), fm(x)) < 2e for all m > k.
This implies that D(f, /„,) < 2s for all m > k. Therefore {fk: k € co} converges to /
in (F x , D) which implies that (F x , D) is right A"-sequentially complete.

LEMMA 3.8 ([16]). Let (F, d) be a bounded quasi-pseudometric space. Then (F, d)
is right K-sequentially complete if and only if {3?a(Y),d*) is right K-sequentially
complete.
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COROLLARY 3.9. Let X be a non-empty set and (Y, d) be a bounded quasi-pseudo-
metric space. Then (YmX, Dm) is right K-sequentially complete if and only if(Y, d)
is right K-sequentially complete.

REMARK. Note that [16, Example 3 and Proposition 6] show that Corollary 3.9
cannot be extended to the case that (Y, d) is right A'-complete.

4. Local compactness of families of multifunctions

LEMMA 4.1. Let X be a compact space and (Y, &) be a quasiuniform space. If'&
is a family of continuous and compact-valued multifunctions from X to (Y, °l/), then
&v < &a on &.

PROOF. We first show ^ < &s. Let F e M~ where M is open in X x Y. Then
there exist x e X and y e F(x) with (x, y) e M. Choose a V € ^ such that
{x} x V(y) c M. For any H e W(V)(F), there is a / e H(x) with y' e V(y).
Thus H e M~. It follows that ^ < &&. Let F e M+ where M is open in X x K.
By Wallace's theorem [7, p. 186], for each x e X there exist an open neighbourhood
G.v of J: and a V t 6 f such that G, x Vv

2(F(;O) 51 M. Since f is continuous, we
can assume that F(G.V) c Vv(F(.r)). Since X is compact, there is a finite subset A
of X such that X = U.ve/1G.V. Let V = C\xeAVx. We claim that W{V)(F) c Af+. In
fact, for any // € W(V)(F) and any J: e X, choose a e A such that x e Gu. Then
F(x) c Va(F(a)). Consequently, //(x) c V(F(x)) c V;(F(a)). It follows that
H € M+. Therefore &+ < &a.

DEFINITION 1 ([4]). Let X be a space and (T, ^ ) be a quasiuniform space. A
subset & e YmX is called quasi-equicontinuous if for each A e X and each U e °l/
there is a neighbourhood G of x such that for all F e &

(1) F(G)C£/(F(jr)),and
(2) F(z) n (/(j) / 0 for each z € G and each y e F{x).

A quasiuniform space (Y, W) is called small-set symmetric [8] provided that for
each U € <% and each open set A c Y we have ^ C ^ ) c\ A c t/(A). A well-known
fact is that (7, ^ ) is small-set symmetric if and only if 5 W ~ ' ) ^ ^ ( ^ ) [13].

PROPOSITION 4.2. L<?r X be aTx compact space and (Y,<W) be a small-set sym-
metric quasiuniform space. If ^ C YmX is a family of quasi-equicontinuous and
compact-valued multifunctions, then £?& = Sy = && on .^F.
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PROOF. Checking the proof of [ 10, Lemma 2.5], we see that no symmetry was used,
so Sfgi < 3~y on & follows. According to [4, Corollary 4.6] and the final remark in
[4], ^ = <7B. Following from Lemma 4.1, ^ - S?r = ^ on &.

To prove our main result in this section, we first extend both [12, Lemma 1] and
[24, Lemma 6] as follows

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let & be a family of compact-valued multifunctions from a space
X to a small-set symmetric quasiuniform space (Y, %). If ̂  is quasi-equicontinuous,
then S?& cl J5", the !¥& -closure of ̂  in the space of all compact-valued multifunctions,
is quasi-equicontinuous.

PROOF. For each x e X and each U G <&\ choose V G & with V 4 C ( / . Since &
is quasi-equicontinuous, there exists a neighbourhood G of x such that for all F G &

(1) F(G) c V(F(x)),
(2) F(z) n V(y) ^ 0, for any j e F(x) and z e G .

Let H e 5̂ > cl ̂  and z G G. Let {Fa: a e A} c & be a net which ^.-converges
to //. Since //(x) is compact and (Y, %) is small-set symmetric, there exists a finite
subset fl of H(x) such that //(*) c UheB(V(b) D V"1^)). Choose an a, e A
such that Fa(jr) c V(H(x)) for all a > ax and Fa(x) n V(ft) ^ 0 for all a > a,
and 6 € B. Hence ft e ^ - ' ( ^ U ) ) for all b e B. So //(^) c V~2(Fa(x)) for
all a > a). On the other hand, by the compactness of H(z), there exists a finite
subset A c //(z) such that H(z) c UaeA[V(a) n V~'(a)]. Choose ot2 e D such that
/v(z) ^ Uae/t[V(a)nV-1(a)]and/;'o(z)n[V(a)nV-1(<3)] ^0foral la € A whenever
a > a2. Consequently, H(z) c UaeAV(a) C V2(Fa(z)) c V4(H(x)) c U(H(x))
for any a > max{ai, a2}- Since z is arbitrarily chosen, we have H(G) c U(H(x)).
On the other hand, for any _y e //(JC), choose r e Fff(x) with r G V2(y) and
5 G V(r) n Fo(z) for any a > a2. Then J G V3^) n Fa{z). Choose a G A such that
s G V~'(a). It follows that a G V4(y)C)H(z) c t/(^)n//(z). Thus H(z)DU(y) ^ 0.
Since // is arbitrarily chosen, ^ » cl ̂  is quasi-equicontinuous.

COROLLARY 4.4 ([12]). Let X be a space and let (Y,fy) be a small-set sym-
metric quasiuniform space. If Jf is a quasi-equicontinuous family of functions in
ff(X, Y) (the family of all continuous functions from X to Y), then its 3T&-closure
£?&> cl 34? is also quasi-equicontinuous.

COROLLARY 4.5 ([24]). Let & be a family of compact-valued multifunctions from
a space X to a uniform space (Y,^). If & is equicontinuous, then <>^cl J?', the
^^,-closure of ̂  in the space of all compact-valued multifunctions, is equicontinuous.
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PROPOSITION 4.6. Let & be a quasi-equicontinuous family of compact-valued mul-
tifunctions from a compact Hausdorff space X into a small-set symmetric quasiuniform
space (Y,<fr). If(Y,^)is locally compact, then &g,c\S?, the ^-closure of & in
the space of all compact-valued multifunctions, is locally compact in (YmX, °l/mx)-

PROOF. Following Proposition 4.6, ST& cl J5" is quasi-equicontinuous. By a proof
similar to that of [10, Lemma 2.6], (^» cl &, 3?y) is a closed subspace of (Jf(X x
Y), Sr), where J(f(X x Y) is the family of all non-empty compact subsets of X x
Y. Since {J(f(X x Y), 5V) is locally compact (see [17, Proposition 4.4.1]), so is
(&g> cl &, &y). By Proposition 4.3, && = &? = && on ,9. Therefore, ^ cl &
is locally compact in (YmX, WmX).

COROLLARY 4.7 ([10]). Let & be an equicontinuous family of compact-valued
multifunctions from a compact Hausdorff space X to a locally compact Hausdorff
uniform space (Y,^). Let Sf&cX^ be the ^-closure of & in the space of all
compact-valued multifunctions. Then £?& cl & is locally compact in (Y"'x, ^mX)-
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